Abstract-As the development of traffic detection technology, recent research is directed to a new generation of signal control systems supported by new traffic data. One of these directions is dynamic predictive control by incorporating shortterm prediction capability. This paper focuses on investigating dynamic platoon dispersion models which could capture the variability of traffic flow in a cross-sectional traffic detection environment. The dynamic models are applied to predict the evolution of traffic flow, and further used to produce signal timing plans that account not only for the current state of the system but also for the expected short-term changes in traffic flows. We investigate factors affecting model accuracy, including timezone length, position of upstream traffic detection equipment, road section length, traffic volume, turning percentages, and computation time. The impact of these factors on the model's performance is illustrated through a simulation analysis, and the computation performance of models is discussed. The results show that both the dynamic speed-truncated normal distribution model and dynamic Robertson model with dynamics outperform their respective static versions, and that they can be further applied for dynamic control.
I. INTRODUCTION
T RAFFIC flows are separated by intersections and formed into platoons along urban streets. Because of different traveling speeds, vehicle operating conditions, and driver behaviors, platoons disperse along the street when moving downstream. Such a phenomenon is called platoon dispersion.
When traffic detection is deployed at certain cross-section location along the road, it is called cross-sectional traffic detection environment. Traffic detectors are widely implemented at stop-line and upstream cross-sections to support traditional actuated and responsive control. Such detectors generally record vehicles' existence and passage information. Here, we propose that vehicles' speed data can be collected at upstream cross-section as a new function of the cross-sectional traffic detection environment. Furthermore, based on the flow information gathered at the upstream cross-section, the arriving flow distribution at downstream stop-line can be predicted using platoon dispersion models which is a central part of the new generation of dynamic predictive traffic signal control system. As reported in COP [1] , ALLONS-D [2] , LOTC [3] , and studies by Gomes [4] and Tan [5] these algorithms are based on the prediction of flow arrivals at stop-line.
Most of the conventional platoon dispersion models are developed for offline applications, as their parameters is calibrated using historically collected static data. Traffic signal control strategies based on static traffic data are not able to respond timely to disruptions of traffic flow and to anticipate changes in the operating environment. As a result, they do not pre-emptively consider any change in the constituting signal timing plans. There have been studies [6] - [8] which used the historical average speed assumption of traffic flow for realtime applications. However, this is unrealistic since vehicles' different traveling speeds lead to platoon dispersion, especially in under-saturated traffic conditions. Recent development in Vehicle Infrastructure Integration (VII) [9] - [11] technology based on wireless communication between vehicle and infrastructure offers a new way for traffic detection. This new type of traffic detection is a floating environment, which uses two wireless communication channels to collect continuously (actually in small time interval) both the traffic data and the positioning data between floating vehicles and fixed-location communication center. While, comparing to this under developing floating traffic detection environment, in cross-sectional traffic detection environment, vehicles positioning is not needed since the location of the detection equipment is already known.
Therefore, this study particularly investigated the dynamic platoon dispersion models in a cross-sectional traffic detection environment which can be achieved, for example, by using VII technology. Based on this environment, dynamic predictive signal control can be achieved by applying dynamic predictive strategies. Furthermore, the cross-sectional traffic detection environment could provide additional data such as the traffic turnings after vehicles have passed the stop-line cross-section and the vehicle delays between the upstream and stop-line cross-sections. For example, the city of Chongqing, China 1524-9050 © 2018 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
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has installed Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) detection roadside units (RSUs) at more than 900 cross-sections, and electronic license place has been mandatorily installed for all local vehicles. As only part of the new generation of the traffic signal control system, this paper focuses on the development of dynamic platoon dispersion models in the cross-sectional traffic detection environment, other topics will be examined at next step. The remaining parts of the paper are organized as follows: first, literature review is presented; second, dynamic platoon dispersion models are proposed and methods for parameter calibration are developed; then, factors affecting the performance of models are assessed in a microscopic traffic simulation environment, and the computation performance of models is discussed; and finally, conclusions are provided and future work is discussed.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
The diffusion or spreading effect of the traffic platoon as it moves downstream along the urban street was pioneered by Pacey [12] , and the experimental verification was conducted under moderate traffic volumes. Grace and Potts [13] further investigated this macroscopic model with the assumption that the speeds of the vehicles in the platoon follow a normal distribution. Later, Hiller and Rothery [14] proposed a delay minimization model using the concept of a cyclic traffic platoon profile. With the data collected by Hiller and Rothery, Robertson [15] developed a platoon dispersion model formulated in a recursive fashion, laying the foundation of TRANSYT and TRANSYT-7F, and was later used in SCOOT [16] , SATURN [17] , and TRAFLO [18] . Seddon [19] reported that Robertson's model was equivalently based on shifted geometric distribution of travel time. Giving a different view, Tracz [20] and Polus [21] reported that the distribution of vehicle's travel time is not always a shifted geometric distribution as in Robertson's model, but is more consistent with a normal, lognormal, or a gamma distribution. Yu [22] presented a methodology to calibrate Robertson's model with the information of link travel time. Farzaneh et al. [23] proposed a method to effectively consider the influence of speed variability in the calibration process of the Robertson's model using historical data. Day and Bullock [24] discussed the calibration of Robertson's model parameters by using the high-resolution signal event data but in a post-event fashion. In a recent study, Bie et al. [25] analyzed the impact of the number of lanes on the parameters of the static version of Robertson' model. Shen and colleagues [26] - [28] proposed platoon dispersion models with truncated normal distribution of speed, and mixed Gaussian distribution for mixed traffic flow. However, all these models are developed and calibrated with offline data. For online applications, dynamic models are needed to capture the changing traffic flow.
The real-time data collected in the traffic detection environment [9] provides opportunities for predictive signal control, which was not possible with data from traditional traffic detectors. This environment includes onboard units (OBUs) and roadside units that communicate with vehicles using technology such as Dedicated Short-Range Communications [10] . The OBUs serve as virtual detectors in the traffic stream. The data that RSUs could collect include vehicles' identification number (ID), speed, timestamp when the information was collected, and the position of the RSUs. The RSUs can be deployed close to upstream intersection at the outgoing approach, at intersection stop-line, or even at several crosssections along the road section.
By making use of the speed data recorded at upstream cross-section during a specified rolling time window, dynamic platoon dispersion models can be established to predict the future arrival distribution of traffic flow at downstream stopline. Therefore, short-term future vehicle arrivals could be estimated based on real-time information of the current conditions in addition to the historical data.
III. DYNAMIC PLATOON DISPERSION MODELS
In this section, we first introduce the concept of a dynamic time window for generating the distribution of traffic characteristics. We will then present two dynamic platoon dispersion models, as adapted from two established static models.
A. Time Window
The parameters of static traditional platoon dispersion model are calibrated using offline data. On the contrary, dynamic models reflect the varying characteristics of traffic flow, which can be achieved by updating the parameters of flow conditions in a small moving time window. There are three typical classes of time window: front-, middle-, and back-positioned windows, as shown in Fig.1 . For a current time t u , and time window length of T , the corresponding three time windows positioning classes are:
The model parameters at time t u are then calibrated based on the data collected in the corresponding time window through statistical computing.
Naturally, when the aggregating time window is too long, it misses out the varying conditions of traffic flow; on the other hand, too short a time window can't capture sufficient samples to ensure reliable statistical results. Since the traffic detection environment could collect and transmit real-time data in a small time step, such as 1-3 s, moving horizon method can be adopted to update the parameters by including the latest data. The middle-and back-positioned classes cannot be applied with full data for those most current time steps since the data for the future period of [t u − 0.5T, t u + 0.5T ], [t u , t u + T ] is not available. This situation and method for selecting the best time window class are further discussed in the later sections.
B. A Dynamic Speed-Truncated Normal Distribution Model (DNDM)
We consider a traffic detection environment whereby the cross-section is set at an upstream location x u as shown in Fig.2 , from where individual vehicle's speed is collected. Based on such information, models can be developed to predict the arrival distribution at a downstream location x d (Fig. 2) . Other than assuming that vehicles travel at constant speed along the road section, the speeds are assumed to follow a truncated normal distribution for DNDM, which has the probability density function as follows:
where c is the coefficient of truncated distribution, u t u , σ t u , v min , and v max are the average speed, the mean square deviation of speed, the minimum, and maximum speed at time t u over time window T , respectively. If there are total N vehicles passing the upstream crosssection during time window T , then the parameters in Eq. (1) can be estimated using the following formula:
where v i is the spot speed of vehicle i passing the crosssection during the time window. Eq.(6) can be solved using the nature characteristic equation of probability density function:
With the above dynamically calibrated model parameter values, and following the method proposed in literature [26] the upstream flow at time t u can be estimated to arrive at the downstream location x d according to the following conditions: 
where q u and q d are the upstream and downstream flow rates, respectively, t is time interval and
The aggregated arriving flow distribution is computed by accumulating the arriving flows at downstream for all upstream departing flows.
where V min and V max are the minimum and maximum speed of the road section, respectively, which refers to the minimum and maximum travel time along the road section.
C. A Dynamic Robertson Model (DRM)
Similar to the development of dynamic speed-truncated normal distribution model, DRM is formed from traditional static Robertson model. Following literature [19] , the static Robertson platoon dispersion model can be presented as:
where,
where t a is the minimum travel time, F is a smoothing factor, α is the platoon dispersion coefficient, β is the travel time factor, and t M is the average travel time. F and t a are usually estimated using historical data. The rolling horizon method is a natural choice for modeling dynamic traffic flow. Therefore, these parameters become time-dependent variables F t and t a (t) at time t.
The departing traffic flow distribution q u (x u , t u ) at time t u has dynamic parameters of F t u and t a (t u ) . In what follows, we discuss how to estimate those parameters in real-time manner. Referring to the Robertson model, the arriving flow distribution at downstream is expressed as:
The rational of the DRM model can be illustrated in Fig.3 , which shows how an upstream departing flow profile is discretized and then used to produce the downstream arriving flow distribution.
At the downstream stop-line, the arriving traffic flow distribution can be expressed as the sum of the discretized flow distributions as follows:
Eqs. (12) and (13) can be transformed into Eq. (14), and the model becomes a dynamic model whereby the model parameters vary with time. We term it a dynamic Robertson model (DRM) of platoon dispersion.
where F t u and t a (t u ) are the dynamic parameters of upstream flow at time step t u (t u = t d − t).
In a cross-sectional traffic detection environment, a vehicle's spot speed at the upstream cross-section x u at time t u can be detected and we note it v i . If there are N passing vehicles in time window T , the parameters in Eq. (15) can be estimated as follows:
where according to TRANSYT-7F manual [29] , [30] , β is usually set as 0.8, and α is set based on the traffic flow characteristics, and in central business district (CBD) it is 0.5.
D. A Dynamic Average Speed Model (DAM) and a Constant Speed Model (CM)
In the DAM, the i th vehicle's speed is assumed as the average speed of vehicles in time window T . The average speed can be estimated by following the DNDM in a similar way.
While, in the CM, the i th vehicle's speed is assumed as its spot speed at the upstream traffic detection section, and will keep constant till reaching the stop-line. Therefore, the CM has both dynamic and static feature.
E. A Static Robertson Model (SRM)
Different to the DRM, in the SRM, the two main model parameters: minimum travel time t min and smoothing factor F are estimated using historical data [23] - [25] which was usually collected at field in a certain day.
IV. EVALUATION OF THE CONTRIBUTING FACTORS
In this section, we assess the proposed dynamic truncated normal distribution model (DNDM) and dynamic Robertson model (DRM) and compare them with the dynamic average speed model (DAM), the constant speed model (CM) and static Robertson model (SRM). The model parameters of the DAM are estimated using the process mentioned earlier, while the CM can be applied in both offline and dynamic modes. The SRM is already discussed in before sections.
To find out the best traffic detection environment settings, the impact of factors on the model accuracy is evaluated through a simulation analysis. These factors include: the length of the time window, the cross-section location of upstream RSU, the length of the road section, and two traffic condition factors: the volume level and the turning percentage.
A. Simulation Model 1) Development of Cross-Sectional Traffic Detection Environment:
The cross-sectional traffic detection environment is modeled in microscopic traffic simulation software PTV Vissim [31] . Fig. 4 shows the testing road network. It includes an upstream signal intersection (node A) which is set as actuated control in order to create the randomness of traffic flow due to variable cycle length, at a downstream signalized intersection (node B), and the road section in between. The downstream signal intersection is set to always run in green light for the study approach in order to obtain vehicle's arrival time as shown in Fig.4 .
To collect the traffic data, RSUs are deployed at two cross-sections: one immediately downstream of Node A at location x u , and the other on approaching the downstream Node B at x d . As shown in Fig.4 , a typical urban arterial section was modeled with three lanes in one direction. The actuated signal control is applied to the intersection A according to the changing traffic flow conditions. As a typical case, the intersection A has four approaches and each has three turning movements: left-turn, through and right-turn. The approach of intersection B includes three through lanes, two left-turn lanes, but no right-turn lane, which creates a relatively convenient condition in this study.
Since the purpose of this study is to capture the arriving flow distribution at downstream stop-line, the signal for the study approach at intersection B is set as always green. Here, it is not necessary to consider the vehicle queueing although the queueing can be estimated using queueing theory or shockwave theory.
The upstream detectors at location x u are used to record the simulated vehicle's ID and spot speed data through Vissim COM interface [31] , [32] . The detectors at downstream stop-line x d are used to collect the vehicle's ID only. The distance between the two cross-sections is the travel length x. By tracking the vehicles' ID, and comparing the timestamps, the travel time and turning directions can be easily obtained.
2) Simulation Environment Setting: In Vissim, the simulation time step is set as 1 s, and the simulation period is 4200 s including a warm-up period of 300 s, three 900 s periods with three different levels of traffic volume, and a traffic dissipation period of 300 s.
3) Performance Evaluation Index: Model performance can be evaluated by comparing the predicted and the actual arriving flow distributions. Usually, the root mean square errors (RMSE) are used for distribution comparison, but it is affected by the traffic volume value. Therefore, when comparing different traffic volumes, the coefficient of variation (without unit) is a better choice. But the number of time intervals in the field observation and calculated number of time intervals in the models are different [25] , so the comparison is only made during the same time intervals. A more accurate definition for this index is the range of coefficient variation (RCV), and the formula is shown as follows:
where K is the predicted time range, q d * p (i ) and q d * a (i ) represent the predicted and actual number of arriving vehicles during a small time unit, such as 5 s, respectively.
RMSE is selected as the performance index when traffic volume is fixed, while both the RMSE and RCV are used for evaluating the impact of varied traffic volumes and turning percentages. 
B. Simulation Analysis 1) Time Window Selection:
Dynamic platoon dispersion model reflects the dynamic characteristic of traffic flow by separating the time into small time windows. Therefore, theoretically the time window should be set as small as possible to capture the variability of traffic flow. However, as discussed earlier, the number of vehicles should be large enough to ensure statistical significance. Since the distance between two adjacent signal intersections is mostly in the range between 250 and 1500 m in the real world, a wide range of the potential time window is chosen as 20-70 s. Within this range, simulation analysis is carried out to explore the optimal time window length. Besides, five platoon dispersion models are evaluated for different time window lengths, and the previous defined performance index of RMSE is used for comparison as shown in Fig.5 .
Results in Fig.5a show that the difference among the three time window classes is small. Considering the real-life situation that the future data is not available for the middleand back-positioned classes, the front-positioned time window class [t u − T, t u ] is chosen for further analysis. Meanwhile, the dynamic truncated normal distribution model has the smallest RMSE when compared with other models, which appears to provide the best prediction accuracy as shown in Fig.5b . When the length of the time window is less than 50 s, the difference of RMSE is negligible for different time windows. When the length is greater than 50 s, RMSE increases significantly for the dynamic average speed model. Since the length of the time window cannot be too short or too long, the final length of the time window is set as 36 s considering that the data updating step is 2 s and it is suitable for the simulation experiment analysis, which is used in the following analysis.
2) Location of Upstream Cross-Sectional Traffic Detection:
As for the base case, the length of the road section is set as 750 m, and traffic volume as 500 veh/h/lane. In the field, vehicles usually start up when the signal light turns to green, and then accelerate to the normal speed after passing the intersection some distance along the outgoing approach. The distance ranges from 10 to 80 m from the intersection to the outgoing approach, which is analyzed to check its influence on the model performance. The results are listed in Table I , and Fig. 6 shows the performance of the five models.
The data in Table I shows that the RMSE decreases as the distance increases for all five models except for the location of 50 and 70 m. This is because it requires some distance for vehicles to accelerate to their expected speed from upstream stop-line, and merging of traffic flows from different tuning directions usually occurs at the beginning of the outgoing approach. Meanwhile, the scenario with the distance of 70 m has the smallest RMSE when compared with other distances, indicating it has the highest prediction accuracy. Therefore, the distance of 70 m is suitable for deployment of RSU. In terms of model performance, DNDM usually performs better than other models for all distances.
3) Length of the Road Section: As for the upstream cross-section location set at 70 m, and volume level at 500 veh/h/lane, model performance is analyzed for different lengths of road section: 250 m, 300 m, 400 m, 500 m, 750 m, 1000 m, 1250 m, and 1500 m. Their corresponding RMSE index is presented in Fig. 7 .
Two patterns can be easily concluded from Fig. 7a : DNDM and DRM always perform well for all length scenarios except for the length less than 400 m; as for length shorter than 400 m, the static speed model has a slightly smaller RMSE when compared with DNDM and DRM. This is reasonable since vehicles have less flexibility to change speed along a shorter road section. However, when the distance between two intersections becomes shorter, it is recommended to apply coordinated signal timing strategy. Fig. 8 shows the performance of the five models at different volume levels. The data in Fig.8a shows that the RMSEs of all five models increase with traffic volume. However, Fig.8b shows the RCVs decrease with traffic volume (300-700 veh/h/lane) before reaching the lowest point when the volume is 500-600 veh/h/lane, and then starts to increase. But when the volume reaches 800 veh/h/lane (i.e., close to oversaturated traffic condition), the RCVs begins to decrease. This suggests that the RCVs have different behavior for oversaturated traffic condition. Meanwhile, all models present better performance for middle traffic volume level and the DNDM outperforms the other models.
5) Turning Direction: Different turning directions normally exist at an intersection. However, the turning direction information is not available based on upstream cross-sectional traffic detection data. Therefore, it is necessary to examine the model performance for downstream traffic flows turning at different directions. With the fixed length of road section of 750 m, by tracking the vehicles' ID in the traffic detection environment, traffic flow turning direction can be obtained when vehicles cross the stop-line. Table II presents the RMSE and RCV values for different turning directions. Table II shows that the RMSE of left-turn traffic is always smaller than that of through traffic. This is because the leftturn traffic volume is lower than the through traffic volume as concluded in previous section. However, the RCV is always larger for the left-turn traffic than the through traffic. This is because the left-turn traffic needs the additional maneuver of merging into the storage bay. This suggests that setting a cross-section at the beginning of the turning bay may lead to better prediction.
6) Computation Performance:
In this section, we discuss the complexity of the five algorithms. First, we theoretically analyze the complexity of those algorithms. Assuming the number of vehicles, the length of time window, the length (1-18) , we can get the complexity of five algorithms, as shown in Table III .
From Table III , we know the complexity of DNDM is the same as DRM, and the complexity of CM is the smallest. The five models are implemented in the MATLAB, and the computational times are discussed below.
Those scenarios mentioned in the section of Location of upstream cross-sectional traffic detection are chosen to compare the computation efficiency of different models. The computation time of the five models is recorded on a computer with an Intel Core5 @ 3.30GHz with 8GB RAM PC, and shown in Table IV .
As shown in Table IV , the computation time of all dynamic platoon models is longer than that of static models. The   TABLE IV THE COMPUTATIONAL TIME (10 −3 s) FOR DIFFERENT MODELS computation time of the DNDM is at least twenty times higher than that of the other models since it contains many integral functions. The DRM has similar computation time as the SRM, while, DRM presents smaller prediction error as shown in the above analysis. Therefore, the DRM is recommended for future test. Compared with other models, both CM and DAM have shorter computation time since they only contain some simple geometric calculations.
This means that the computation time of all models is less than 0.005 s, which proves its feasibility to be applied in the dynamic predictive signal control systems. 
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, a cross-sectional traffic detection environment is proposed for the very first time which is easy for field application as the electronic plates have already been mandatorily installed in a few China metro cities; later, two dynamic platoon dispersion models are developed in the cross-sectional traffic detection environment: a dynamic speedtruncated normal distribution model, and a dynamic Robertson model. The models make use of dynamic out-flow profiles from an upstream node, available from the cross-sectional traffic detection environment, to predict a dynamic arrival profile of traffic to a downstream node. Meanwhile, the paper provides the model formulations and methods for estimating the dynamic model parameters.
The cross-sectional traffic detection environment and the dynamic platoon dispersion models make it possible for signal control system to have short-term prediction capability which contributes to a new generation of signal control which is the dynamic predictive signal control system.
We also evaluate the sensitivities of the factors affecting the model performance in a simulation environment. A summary of the findings and conclusions is listed below:
1. The range of 20-50 s for the time window of DNDM shows better performance, and 36 s is recommended.
2. The distance of 50-80 m is suitable for the location of upstream cross-sectional RSU. 3. Both DNDM and DRM have the best performance when the road section is longer than 400 m, and static speed model is superior to other models when the road section is shorter than 400 m. 4. Dynamic platoon dispersion models work well under middle-level volume. 5. The performance of dynamic platoon dispersion models in the upstream cross-section RSU shows lower accuracy for left-turning movement than for through movement. 6. The computation time of all models is less than 0.1 s with the prediction time interval as long as 200 s, which can meet the requirement for application in dynamic predictive signal control.
We have demonstrated the potential application of the DNDM and DRM in a dynamic predictive signal control system. Meanwhile, future work should consider studying the sensitivity of measurement errors and how these factors affect results, multi-cross-sectional traffic detection and feedback strategy (by tracking vehicles' ID) to improve prediction accuracy, model calibration using field data, and a mixture of traffic detection methods before full "market penetration" of VII technology.
